To attach the ruler base

1. Position the opening of the ruler above at the machine throat, and lay in place. The four slots on the ruler base will be in front of the four tabs on the machine base. There will be about an inch of clearance at the front of the machine.

2. Slide the ruler base toward the back of the machine, as far as it will go. If it slides on and fits snugly without any binding on one or more of the tabs, you will be able to use the ruler base as it is. If one or more of the tabs binds when sliding it on, or if the ruler base is loose, then follow the steps under To test the fit of the ruler base on the other side of this page.
To remove the ruler base

1. Slide the ruler base toward the front of the machine, until the slots are free of the tabs.
2. Lift the ruler base up to remove.
   
   **IMPORTANT**: Never push against the needle bar or the head frame.

To test the fit of the ruler base

The ruler base came with medium-thick loop tape wrapped around the tabs. The tape may need to be replaced depending on how the ruler base fits your machine.

To customize the fit of the ruler base

If the fit of the ruler base is too tight

1. Note which tab(s) are binding and remove the medium-thick loop tape that came installed on the ruler base from those tabs.
2. Cut the thinnest piece of loop tape into 1-3/4-inch pieces. If you don’t have a ruler handy, you can use the gauge below.
3. Remove the release paper from loop tape and apply the tape to an empty tab. Tightly wrap the tab with the loop tape, beginning at the bottom outside edge of the tab. This ensures that the seam formed by the two ends of the loop tape is on the outside of the ruler base.

If the fit of the ruler base is too loose

1. Rock the ruler base up and down to determine which slots have too much play and remove the medium-thick loop tape that came installed on the ruler base from those tabs.
2. Cut the thickest piece of loop tape into 1-3/4-inch pieces. If you don’t have a ruler handy, you can use the gauge below.
3. Remove the release paper from loop tape and apply the tape to an empty tab. Tightly wrap the tab with the loop tape, beginning at the bottom outside edge of the tab. This ensures that the seam formed by the two ends of the loop tape is on the outside of the ruler base.

If you haven’t already done so, remove the temporary protective paper covering from the ruler base. Your ruler base is now customized to precisely fit your machine.
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